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• A lot of data, not enough information
• Data is fragmented, ‘siloed ‘ and compartmentalized
• Inability to link unstructured documents and images with 

structured data and manage together
• Explosion of Data and now: near real time data to manage

(Every day, we create 2.5 quintillion (1030) bytes of data — so much that 90% of the data in the world today 
has been created in the last two years alone) 

• What if a machine could do this for me ? AI….But what is this ?

Traditional Approaches becoming Obsolete



AI and finally…? 

• Statistics: is the science of analyzing the data, is understanding the characteristics 
of the variables

• Data Mining: is based on the principles of statistics, is the process of exploring and 
analyzing large amounts of data to discover patterns in that data. Algorithms are 
used to find relationships and patterns in the data, and then this information about 
the patterns is used to make forecasts and predictions.

• Machine learning models leverage statistical algorithms and apply them to predict 
analytics. It automates the process of identifying patterns that are used to make 
predictions.

• Deep learning is part of a broader family of machine learning methods based 
on learning data representations, as opposed to task-specific algorithms

• Artificial Neural Network are computing systems vaguely inspired by the biological 
neural networks that constitute human/animal brains. The neural network itself is 
not an algorithm, but rather a framework for many different machine 
learning algorithms to work together and process complex data inputs



And with NLP….
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• Natural Language processing



LES CLÉS DE DEMAIN “LE MONDE” ©

SEE = Watson Visual Recognition
HEAR = Watson Speech-to-Text
READ = Natural Language Processing

FEEL (empathy) = Watson Personality Insights
SPEAK = Watson Text-to-Speech

TONE = Watson Tone Analyzer

Cognition: the way we think.
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A cognitive business has systems that can 
enhance digital intelligence exponentially.

REASON

They can reason, grasp 
underlying concepts, 
form hypotheses, and 
infer and extract ideas. 

UNDERSTAND

Cognitive systems 
understand imagery, 
language and other 
unstructured data like 
humans do.

LEARN

With each data point, 
interaction and outcome, 
they develop and sharpen 
expertise, so they never 
stop learning.

INTERACT

With abilities to see, 
talk and hear, cognitive 
systems interact with 
humans in a natural way. 



Active and Structured data Unstructured  & sleeping data 

Artificial Intelligence provides

Data News Internet of Things

Tansactional systems

Events
Sensors

Predictive Model

Geospatial

Images 
Experts

Weather
Videos

Operational systems

Social media

A competitive advantage



Data that’s comingData outside your 
organisationData you possess ++

How you invoke insights from all data will determine your 
digital intelligence.

Structured and active Unstructured and dark

• Customer records
• Transactional systems
• Case Management
• Knowledge Management
• Operational systems

• News
• Social media
• Weather
• Geospatial information
• Regulation
• Jurisprudence

• Internet of Things (IoT)
• Sensory data
• Images 
• Video



Candidates are driven by the following circumstances



« Keyword Search » versus « AI  Solution »

Type 2-3 key words

Has a question

Reads the documents, search & 
finds answers

Reads the documents, search & 
finds answers

Finds & analyzes the evidences

Put the her/his question in her/his
natural language (NL)

Put the her/his question in her/his
natural language (NL)

Examine the answers and the 
evidences

Examine the answers and the 
evidences

Provides documents by 
‘popularity’ order

Provides documents by 
‘popularity’ order

Finds documents with the  
keywords 

Finds documents with the  
keywords 

Understands the questions in the 
same language (NL)

Understands the questions in the 
same language (NL)

Provides answers & the possible 
evidences

Provides answers & the possible 
evidences

Analyzes answers & evidences to 
provide the confidence levels

Analyzes answers & evidences to 
provide the confidence levels

Provide answers, evidences with
confidence levels

Provide answers, evidences with
confidence levels

The maker:

Keyword search:

Artifical Intelligence:
Understands &
interacts

Interpret and 
propose

Reasons & 
Analyzes

Visualization,
Analyzes & learns

The maker:



Watson Knowledge Studio

To create a machine-learning model that understands the linguistic nuances meaning, 
and relationships in any specific industry

• Create the model

• Export or import the model
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POWER AI V ision
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0F5w6
q0ZpBI



Visual Recognition
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Visual Recognition
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Visual Recognition
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Visual Recognition
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Visual Recognition
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Cell tower work is dangerous 
resulting in hundreds of deaths 
per year

AERIALTRONICS, 



Also used in Industry 4.0
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Image Analytics

Enables monitoring of 
unstructured data from 
images snapshots to identify 
quality defects and failure 
patterns

Machine Learning

Automates data processing, 
identifies the best model for 
the data and continuously 
monitors new data to learn 
and improve results

Textual Analytics

Enables mining of textual 
sources to find correlations 
and patterns in structured 
and unstructured text such as 
logs and notes

Acoustics Analytics

Utilizes audio as an 
additional source of 
unstructured data to enable 
anomaly detection and 
pattern recognition

Equipment 
Advisor

Visual Inspection

Audio Insights

Plant Advisor 



Woodstrive Energy in Australia

Woodstrive uses the skills of cognitive computing from IBM 
Waston to:

• dissect,
• Map
And navigate over 30 years of dense and complex technical 
knowledge.

Identify and mark logical connections between unstructured 
documents of all kinds,

And that allow employees of all profiles to submit queries and 
get responses from the machine

$ 7.5M Reduced employee costs with faster access

75% reduction in the time spent by the geoscience team in 
reading and searching data sources.

Increases productivity by enabling a wider range of employees 
to examine the cognitive system (conversation)
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Connects two million elevator and escalators with IBM 
Watson IoT Platform to enable predictive maintenance 
capabilities for improved quality of service.



“In the energy sector, optimizing asset performance 
and deploying maintenance teams efficiently can 
have a huge impact on output. Performance for 
Assets (P4A) teamed up with the IBM® Garage 
consultancy in Nice to develop an advanced 
monitoring system for wind turbines in the IBM 
Cloud, emerging with an initial version in just eight 
weeks..”

Jean-Louis Counet
Managing Director, Performance For Assets

P4A and I-Pulses (Walloon Companies) built with 
the IBM support a predictive maintenance model 
(based on Data Sciences and AI). They also 
developed a real discussion between the 
machines and the technicians



Admin Coding CIM-10 – hospipal in Wallonia

• CD-10 is a coded medical classification classifying diseases and a 
wide variety of signs, symptoms, traumatic injuries, poisonings, 
social circumstances and external causes of injury or disease.

• Currently, the coding is done by the administrative staff of the 
hospitals several months after the discharge of the patient.

Benefits:
•The coding is done in a few seconds, reducing the 
time spent by employees on this type of task.

•New codifications were discovered resulting in 
new sources of funding.

•Better view on clinical data for research and 
benchmarking.



Enhance Drones with Cognitive AI



Cognitive services for the citizens…

Watson conversations answer to the 
major usual questions to the citizens
(Surrey, Lanzarotte, Orlando…)

Identifies defects  to save lives, millions of 
dollars of penalties.
OnStar and Watson IoT + Cognitive
10 years with 740 million – 11 sources

Watson for Employment 
management

IBM Cognitive Call Center, Virtual assistant, Commercial advisor

Citizens dialog Infrastructure,roads, 
traffic…Opel OnStar HR management

& Employment

Virtual assistant, Contact mgr
AT&T, CIC, Engie, ….



Cognitive for research & investigation…

Watson for Tax Services
Singapore Ministry of 
Finance: “Ask Jasmine”
In ATO, 9000 hours of work a 
day, were reduced

Watson for Oncology, research.
Millions of documents are registered 
and available  on the cloud

Watson for Security, identifies relationships, & 
more… 

Watson Platform for Fraud intelligence detection

Unstructured data analytics assistance

Tax management

Oncology, clinical research, …

Public & Cyber 
Crime/security

Threat prediction & prevention

Admin & legal
assistance e.g. legislation 
&  jurisprudence.
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Optional Visit 
IBM Design 
Thinking & 

Architecture
1 Week*

Transformation

Academy

Production 
Release

Scale

MVP Build-Up

4 - 12 Weeks**

*  Ranges from prototype on IBM Cloud to production level 
code, depending on the duration and number of client and IBM 

developer pairs / squads

** Actual time may vary with integration and design complexity

MVP: DevOps tool chain, 

Bluemix services usage, 

external integration, 

Bluemix organization

Release: System 

management, testing, 

governance

No Charge IBM Design Thinking, 

Application Architecture, 

MVP Build-Up Definition,

Hypothesis Definition

A structured innovation program led by user-
centered design, lean startup methodologies to 
deliver sustainable, scalable business solutions

IBM GARAGE Method




